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ISSUES OF CONCERN TO New Deal-Lubbock
ADDRESSED IN RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING

April 1st through June 30th 

1.  Sports Business: Analyzing the contracts and money involved with the 
sports teams of local interest. Specifically as to how money 
or lack or lack of effects these teams.

2.  Leadership: Discussion on the importance of strong leadership both in 
sports and in everyday life.

3.  Children: Promoting high school athletics while focusing on the 
accomplishments of local programs and athletes.

4. Education: Updates from Texas Tech University on issues involving 
education. 

5.  Sports Health: Updating the community on the health of the athletes that 
local fans are interested in. 

6.  Crime: Detail various aspects of many local and national athletes 
who have run-ins with the law.

7.  Legal:  Discussing the legal issues athletes of local and national 
athletes of interest that affect their opportunities on the 
field or court. 

8.  Exercise:  Promotion of exercise to young and old for a healthier 
lifestyle.

9.  Safety: Public service announcements that explain the importance 
safety in different areas.

10.  Community Interest: Information on various sports and events with high interest 
in the local community.
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS 
KTTU-FM PROGRAMS THAT ADDRESS COMMUNITY ISSUES

 The Morning Drive: Monday – Friday 6:00-9:00

-Daily, locally produced program featuring local sporting 
News. Commentary and guests from the community.

-This includes key newsmakers to organizers of non-profit 
events dealing with the topics most affecting Lubbock in

general.

 Tech Talk: Monday – Friday 3:00p-6:00pm

-A daily sports talk show, produced in house focusing 
mainly on Texas Tech University and issues on Campus

within Athletics and Administration.

-Covers local sports and health issues with coaches and 
trainers as well as other stories of public interest.

 Gameday Live: Various Times

-A weekly pre-game show focusing on high school sports, 
Texas Tech Athletics, the Big 12 Conference and 

Professional athletics, with issues tied to the Lubbock 
Community.

 Sportstalk With Thetford And Ashby Saturday 9:00a-12:00p

-Saturday Morning Sports Talk with a focus on Texas Tech sports and the 
local high school action.

 The Kirby Hocutt Show Wednesday 12:00-1:00p

-Weekly talk show with Texas Tech Athletics Director 
Kirby Hocutt covering the ins and outs of the Texas Tech 
Athletic Department.
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 Public Affairs/Community Accents Sunday from 7:30-7:45a

              -A weekly show discussing current affairs issues for the local  
              community. The show includes topics that are of interest to all ages       

              and races.

 This Week at LISD Sunday from 7:45-8:00a

      -A weekly show focusing on the important events and topics 
concerning Lubbock Independent School District. 
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QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT
MOST SIGNIFICANT ISSUE-RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING

         (April 1st through June 30th)

 
 
1.   Sports Business: Analyzing the contracts and money involved with the 

sports teams of local interest. Specifically as to how money or lack of   
effects these teams.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-1
Time: 3:00-5:30
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the breaking news of Chris Beard leaving for UT, 
broadcast live Kirby Hocutt's press conference, share their reactions to the Tech athletic 
director's press conference, respond to reactions and comments from the Yates Flooring 
Center chat line, and share breaking news of which Tech basketball athletes have entered 
the transfer portal.

KTTU-FM TECH TALK
Date: 04-02
Time: 3:00-5:30
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss Beard going to Texas and possible replacements for 
him and how much they would cost. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 9:20-9:36
Synopsis: Dusty Womble joins David and Gary to discuss the Womble facility and the 
aftermath of Chris Beard leaving. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 10:20-10:36
Synopsis: Coach James Dickey joins David and Gary to talk about Chris Beard leaving 
for Texas and who he could see stepping in as the next coach. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 10:40-10:50
Synopsis: Lance Hughes joins Gary and David to talk about the state of Tech basketball 
and suggests Darvin Ham is the best candidate to lead the Red Raiders. 
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KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 11:00-11:10
Synopsis: Sam Law joins David and Gar to vouch for his good friend Mark Adams to get 
the head coaching role. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-3
Time: 11:10-11:25
Synopsis: Herb Dillon joins David and Gary to give a story about Corky and talk about 
Mark Adams for the Head Coaching job. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-5
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss any recent updates on the search for a new head 
basketball coach, eliminate potential candidates for the Tech basketball job, discuss the 
best reasons to hire Mark Adams or Darvin Ham, review the final years of Beard's tenure 
at Tech, re-listen to the game winning calls from Gonzaga's buzzer beater, discuss Tech 
football spring practices, and preview the NCAA National Championship game.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-6
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the recent Tech basketball head coaching hire of 
Mark Adams, interview Luke Adams about his father's promotion, interview Stacy Nix 
about the Masters, interview Mike Gustafson about Tech baseball, review the reasons 
why the Mark Adams hire was the best for Tech, and review comments from transfer QB 
Tyler Shough about his time practicing with Red Raider football. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-7
Time: 4:20-6:00
Synopsis: (Show started late due to Texas Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Mark Adams introduction press conference, review comments from Mark Adams from 
the press conference, review comments Kirby Hocutt from the Kirby Hocutt show, 
predict who will stay at and come to Tech now with the new coaching hire, and share 
details on the new Womble Center for Tech basketball.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-8
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss what coaching hires and recruiting moves Coach 
Mark Adams might make, break down Tech baseball pitching changes, interview Tony 
Battie about Tech basketball, review a pre-recorded interview with Mark Adams, discuss 
returners and potential recruits for Tech basketball, review comments from Mark Adams 
when he met with the media, and predict how the assistant coaching staff will be filled 
out.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-8
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Tony Battie (former Tech basketball player) about 
how the past week has gone for him, how he feels honored to be a part of the coaching 
selection committee, what went into the decision of choosing Mark Adams as head 
coach, his personal thoughts on Coach Adams, his relationship with Darvin Ham, what 
his daily routine is, and how the new Womble Center will affect Tech basketball.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-10
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: David and Gary talk to Lubbockites about local topics at hand including Beard 
leaving, Tech baseball, and also about Baylor winning the National Championship. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-15
Time: 4:30-4:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview RJ Ochoa (Blogging the Boys) about if the 
Cowboys lost out on re-signing Aldon Smith, his opinion on what the Cowboys should 
do with their first-round pick, how much more the Cowboys could do in free agency, and 
his opinion on the new jersey number rules.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-22
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview former Texas Tech football All-American corner 
Zech McPherson about how he has prepared the past few months for the draft, what he is 
feeling with the draft just a week away, how talking to teams on zoom has affected the 
process, what his schedule will look like leading into the draft, what advice he would 
give from personal experience to players in the transfer portal, breaks down how his 
brother went from playing baseball to playing football for Tech, and how he thinks the 
Tech defense will look next season.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-23
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the potential college football playoff expansion news, 
interview RJ Ochoa about the Dallas Cowboys draft outlook, discuss SPC coach Steve 
Green and if he will join the Tech basketball staff, what transfers or recruits Tech 
basketball is looking into, predict where Tech football will be ranked in the Big 12 
preseason poll, and announce breaking news of Wisconsin transfer defensive back Reggie 
Pearson transferring to Tech football.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-23
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview RJ Ochoa (Blogging the Boys) about which player 
he thinks the Cowboys will take in the NFL draft, how likely it is Dallas trades back, if he 
thinks the Cowboys will use all ten of their picks they have in the draft, what he thinks 
about corner Rashard Robinson getting suspended, his prediction on who would change 
their number with the new jersey rule, and what his draft day prep will look like. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-29
Time: 4:15-4:25
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Bill Jones (sports anchor, KTVT in Dallas) about 
the draft day Aaron Rogers news, who he thinks the Cowboys will take at #10 in the first 
round, what kind of player they would draft if not a defensive back, and his break down 
of LB Micah Parson.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-01
Time: 9:40-9:55
Synopsis: Stephen Leist with Peoples Bank joins David and Gary to talk about their new 
sponsorship with the show and his college baseball days. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-3
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the previous weekend of the NFL Draft, interview RJ 
Ochoa about the Dallas Cowboys' first round pick, break down new Tech basketball 
commit and Hampton transfer Davion Warren, discuss how transfer rules in the NCAA 
will affect college football and basketball for the near future, recap the Red Raiders that 
were drafted or signed in the NFL over the weekend, and discuss the college football 
playoff expansion that is coming.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-7
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Tech baseball series against UIC being canceled, discuss the ability and effect of referees 
in today's sports, interview Robert Giovannetti about tickets for Tech baseball and 
football, interview Mike Gustafson about Tech baseball, discuss how the transfer portal 
affects parody in college sports, and predict how many more incoming transfers Tech 
football and basketball will have.

KTTU-FM The Morning Drive
Date: 5-25
Time: 8:14
Synopsis: Amy Marquez joined Chuck and Jamie to talk about the Business Expo 
coming up on Thursday.  She explained how you can get tickets, the theme of the Expo 
and the mask policy for Thursday.  They are expecting 5 thousand people to show up at 
the event.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-1
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss Tech baseball earning the 8th national seed and 
hosting a regional, react to multiple fan/player interactions in the NBA, interview Robert 
Giovannetti about the NCAA name, likeness, and image rule changes coming up, 
interview Mike Gustafson about Tech baseball, discuss Big 12/Big East basketball 
matchups for the 2021-2022 schedule, get Chris's reaction to the Oklahoma AD whining 
about not getting the primetime slot for football, and discuss what it takes in the 
postseason to consider the baseball season a success.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-10
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling in for Chris Level) discuss the college 
football playoff expansion news, preview Tech baseball vs Stanford, interview Mike 
Gustafson about Tech baseball, how the playoff expansion will affect postseason bowls 
for certain schools, discuss the status of Tech football after their recent recruiting period, 
review audio from Tim Tadlock at his media availability, and further discuss how the 
college football playoff expansion could lead to conference realignment. 
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-18
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Rodney Allison (Executive Director of the Double 
T Varsity Club) about Michael Crabtree and Graham Harrell being nominated for the 
College Football Hall of Fame, how the process works in advocating for them, how many 
players get on the ballot typically, what the timetable is on when we will find out if 
Crabtree and Harrell are officially nominated, what rules dictate what players are allowed 
to be nominated for the HOF, and how many former players they keep track of.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-21
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Aaron and Casey Cowan 
(filling in for Chris Level) discuss the recent news about the college football playoff 
expansion, interview Chris Halicke about Texas Rangers baseball, interview Ben DuBose 
about the Houston Rockets, discuss the parody in the NBA playoffs, discuss the supreme 
court ruling on the NCAA name, image, and likeness case, and predict how the Tech 
football season will go with Tyler Shough vs. others at quarterback. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-23
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Peter Schoenthal (CEO of Athliance) about how 
college athletics will change with the new name, image, and likeness rules, what he will 
be doing for his clients on July 1st when the new rules take place, what this means for a 
college town like Lubbock, what athletes will be allowed to do now, and how eligibility 
might be affected. 

2.  Leadership: Discussion on the importance of strong leadership both in sports 
and in everyday life.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Next generations of leaders from 4H. https://4H.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Is your coach a trusted coach?  https://trustedcoach.org

https://4H.org
https://trustedcoach.org
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-1
Time: 3:00-5:30
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the breaking news of Chris Beard leaving for UT, 
broadcast live Kirby Hocutt's press conference, share their reactions to the Tech athletic 
director's press conference, respond to reactions and comments from the Yates Flooring 
Center chat line, and share breaking news of which Tech basketball athletes have entered 
the transfer portal.

KTTU-FM TECH TALK
Date: 04-02
Time: 3:00-5:30
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss Beard going to Texas and possible replacements for 
him. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: Gary and David discuss Beard leaving and who they thinking is best to replace 
him. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 9:20-9:36
Synopsis: Dusty Womble joins David and Gary to discuss the Womble facility and the 
aftermath of Chris Beard leaving. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 10:20-10:36
Synopsis: Coach James Dickey joins David and Gary to talk about Chris Beard leaving 
for Texas and who he could see stepping in as the next coach. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 10:40-10:50
Synopsis: Lance Hughes joins Gary and David to talk about the state of Tech basketball 
and suggests Darvin Ham is the best candidate to lead the Red Raiders. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 11:00-11:10
Synopsis: Sam Law joins David and Gar to vouch for his good friend Mark Adams to get 
the head coaching role. 
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KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 11:10-11:25
Synopsis: Herb Dillon joins David and Gary to give a story about Corky and talk about 
Mark Adams for the Head Coaching job. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 11:25-11:36
Synopsis: Jason Sasser, Jason Martin, and Koy Smith all call in from Indianapolis to give 
their pitch for their fellow teammate Darvin Ham to get the Head Coaching job at Texas 
Tech. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-5
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss any recent updates on the search for a new head 
basketball coach, eliminate potential candidates for the Tech basketball job, discuss the 
best reasons to hire Mark Adams or Darvin Ham, review the final years of Beard's tenure 
at Tech, re-listen to the game winning calls from Gonzaga's buzzer beater, discuss Tech 
football spring practices, and preview the NCAA National Championship game.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-6
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the recent Tech basketball head coaching hire of 
Mark Adams, interview Luke Adams about his father's promotion, interview Stacy Nix 
about the Masters, interview Mike Gustafson about Tech baseball, review the reasons 
why the Mark Adams hire was the best for Tech, and review comments from transfer QB 
Tyler Shough about his time practicing with Red Raider football.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-6
Time: 3:15-3:25
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Luke Adams (former Tech basketball player, Mark 
Adams' son) about what he thinks about the hire, how Mark Adams became so 
defensively minded, how the last week has gone for him, and what he thinks will be of 
most importance for Coach Adams starting the new season.

KTTU-FM The Kirby Hocutt Show 
Date: 04-7
Time: Noon
Synopsis: Texas Tech Director of Athletics Kirby Hocutt and Senior Associate AD 
Robert Giovannetti talked about the recent men's basketball coaching search and hiring of 
new Head Coach Mark Adams in today's episode. They discussed the timeline of Coach 
Beard's departure to where they are now.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-7
Time: 4:20-6:00
Synopsis: (Show started late due to Texas Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Mark Adams introduction press conference, review comments from Mark Adams from 
the press conference, review comments Kirby Hocutt from the Kirby Hocutt show, 
predict who will stay at and come to Tech now with the new coaching hire, and share 
details on the new Womble Center for Tech basketball.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-8
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss what coaching hires and recruiting moves Coach 
Mark Adams might make, break down Tech baseball pitching changes, interview Tony 
Battie about Tech basketball, review a pre-recorded interview with Mark Adams, discuss 
returners and potential recruits for Tech basketball, review comments from Mark Adams 
when he met with the media, and predict how the assistant coaching staff will be filled 
out.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-8
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Tony Battie (former Tech basketball player) about 
how the past week has gone for him, how he feels honored to be a part of the coaching 
selection committee, what went into the decision of choosing Mark Adams as head 
coach, his personal thoughts on Coach Adams, his relationship with Darvin Ham, what 
his daily routine is, and how the new Womble Center will affect Tech basketball.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-10
Time: 11:00-11:25
Synopsis: Mark McDougal joins David and Gary to talk about Beard leaving and Table 
82. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-13
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss any recent news on the Tech basketball roster, 
interview new assistant coach Barrett Peery about his experience coaching and friendship 
with Mark Adams, outline the remaining players on the basketball roster, discuss what 
they want to see with Tech football in the spring game, react to breaking news of Tyreek 
Smith entering the transfer portal, address concerns about Mark Adams' recruiting ability, 
and preview the Tech baseball game against SFA.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-14
Time: 4:05-5:30
Synopsis: (Show started late due to Tech baseball and ended early for Texas Rangers 
baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the Tech baseball win over SFA, react to Tech 
basketball news of recruit KJ Allen committing to Tech and the hiring of assistant coach 
Corey Williams from Arkansas, break down KJ Allen's strengths and weaknesses, break 
down the coaching and recruiting impact of Corey Williams, react to Micah Peavy 
transferring to TCU and Kyler Edwards transferring to Houston, and predict what roster 
might come in the next few days.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-20
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the recruiting process in college basketball with the 
popularity of the transfer portal, react to the new European soccer super league falling 
apart, listen to an exclusive interview with Sean Sutton of Tech basketball, interview new 
Tech basketball recruit Ethan Duncan about his commitment to Tech, listen to an 
exclusive interview with new Tech basketball assistant coach Corey Williams, interview 
Keith Bryant about the potential Cooper high school expansion, and discuss which Tech 
players in the transfer portal have gone or could stay.

KTTU-FM The Kirby Hocutt Show 
Date: 04-21
Time: Noon
Synopsis: Texas Tech Director of Athletics Kirby Hocutt and Senior Associate AD 
Robert Giovannetti talked about the Spring Football Game and Texas Tech basketball in 
today's episode. They also visited with TTU Quarterback Tyler Shough and softball 
player Heaven Burton in today's episode. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-27
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Kansas football job and the final three candidates for the Jayhawks, interview new Tech 
addition Reggie Pearson about why he chose Tech, interview Zach Barnett about the 
possible college football expansion, discuss more potential Tech basketball recruits, 
review audio from Nick Saban about the NFL draft, break down the best potential picks 
for the Cowboys in the NFL draft, discuss the experienced Tech basketball recruits of 
Chandler Jacobs and Adonis Arms and why transfers are more sought after, and explain 
which Tech football receiver is expected to step up in the wake of Erik Ezukanma's 
injury.
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KTTU-FM The Kirby Hocutt Show 
Date: 04-28
Time: Noon
Synopsis: Texas Tech Director of Athletics Kirby Hocutt and Senior Associate AD 
Robert Giovannetti discussed Red Raider baseball, the latest facility upgrades and visited 
with Big 12 Golf Champion Gala Dumez in today's episode.  Dumez talked about her 
recent victory as a freshman at the Big 12 Tournament. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-29
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Tech football legend Sammy Morris about how 
excited he is to return to Texas Tech, his favorite football moment from his college 
career, how he talked with Kirby Hocutt and Matt Wells to join the staff, what kind of 
football and life experience he brings to the position, his draft day memories, and how he 
thinks the running back position has changed through the years.

KTTU-FM The Kirby Hocutt Show 
Date: 05-05
Time: Noon
Synopsis: Texas Tech Senior Associate AD Robert Giovannetti was joined by Texas 
Tech Varsity Club President Rodney Allison who filled in for AD Kirby Hocutt in 
today's episode. The two discussed Texas Tech baseball news, Texas Tech football past 
and visited with Tennis Coach Todd Petty. 

KTTU-FM The Kirby Hocutt Show 
Date: 05-12
Time: Noon
Synopsis: Texas Tech Director of Athletics Kirby Hocutt and Senior Associate AD 
Robert Giovannetti discussed various Texas Tech spring sports, athletic facilities and 
visited with Amarillo Mayor Ginger Nelson and TTU Board of Regent member Dusty 
Womble in today's episode. Nelson talked about the recent Texas Tech baseball game in 
Amarillo and Womble described the opening of the new basketball facility.

KTTU-FM The Kirby Hocutt Show 
Date: 05-19
Time: Noon
Synopsis: Texas Tech Senior Associate AD Robert Giovannetti was joined by TTU 
Soccer Head Coach Tom Stone to fill in for Kirby Hocutt in today's episode. Giovannetti 
and the Tech soccer coach swapped stories of the past, while discussing current Red 
Raider sporting events and the NCAA's decision to expand the baseball postseason crowd 
capacity for baseball.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-24
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the Tech baseball win over Kansas, react to Phil 
Mickelson winning the PGA Championship, share breaking news of Tim Tadlock signing 
a lifetime contract at Texas Tech, interview Greg Sands about the Tech golf team, praise 
Tadlock on his coaching during a tough season, interview Kyle Rogers about Phil 
Mickelson's PGA Championship win, break down what success will look like for Tech 
baseball in the postseason, and discuss new Tech basketball addition Daniel Batcho.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-24
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Tech head golf coach Greg Sands about taking 
momentum from the Albuquerque regionals into the Championships, coaching for 20 
years at Tech, how well-rounded the team is, how familiar he is with the Scottsdale 
course, how the Championship round is different than the regional, how good of a season 
Ludwig Aberg has had, and how impressive Phil Mickelson's PGA Championship win is.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-25
Time: 3:30-4:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO National 
College Baseball Hall of Fame) about his initial reaction to Tim Tadlock getting a 
lifetime contract from Texas Tech, describe how important the new baseball facility is to 
Tech baseball, praises the play of second baseman Jace Jung, compares Jace's numbers to 
his brother Josh's at Tech, how difficult of a road it has been for the Red Raiders to reach 
the postseason, reacts to TCU losing the outright Big 12 championship, breaks down the 
Baylor-Tech opening matchup, and how much Tech could improve their national seeding 
with wins at the Big 12 championship.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 10:20-10:35
Synopsis: Josh Davis joins David and Mike to talk about getting the head coach job at 
Monterey and preview his first season as a head coach. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-1
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Robert Giovannetti (Texas Tech senior associate 
athletic director) about why Tech baseball got the 11am game in the home regional, the 
name, image, and likeness rules the NCAA are currently working on, how much the 
athletes will be allowed to do under the new rules, which athletes can benefit, and how 
soon the changes will be made.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-2
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Chois interview Kendall Rogers (D1 Baseball) about what surprised 
him from selection Monday, how big of a factor was it that Notre Dame played no non-
conference games, his opinion on Tim Tadlock and how well he has done coaching this 
year, the Red Raider/Army matchup opening the Lubbock regional, and which regionals 
will be the toughest in college baseball.

KTTU-FM SportsTalk with Thetford and Ashby
Date: 6-19
Time: 11:20-11:35
Synopsis: David and Gary interview Tennessee Volunteers Assistant baseball coach 
Frank Anderson about his impressive winning percentage, what players have performed 
well for him, and recounts some personal stories with Thetford and Ashby.

KTTU-FM SportsTalk with Thetford and Ashby
Date: 6-19
Time: 9:20-10:20
Synopsis: David and Gary host Dr. Bill Dean in studio and interview him about his 
teaching career, coaching career, playing career, and talk with special guest Jim 
Douglas.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-28
Time: 3:00-5:45
Synopsis: (Show cut short to lead into the College World Series) Chris and Aaron discuss 
the NC State baseball team being disqualified from the CWS due to COVID-19 issues, 
discuss Tech basketball and what led to Mark Adams being hired as head coach, discuss 
Jason Kidd being named the head coach of the Dallas Mavericks, react to Trey Culver 
missing the cut for the Olympic trials, and discuss Portland State transfer Amari McCray 
and if he would fit in at Tech basketball.

3.  Children: Promoting high school athletics while focusing on the    
accomplishments of local programs and athletes.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Hispanic scholarship fund.  https://HSF.net

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Vaccinate your preteen. https://immunizetx.com.

https://HSF.net
https://immunizetx.com
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KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Next generations of leaders from 4H.  https://4h.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Stop cyberbullying. https://bekindonline.com

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Support the Boys and Girls club. https://greatfuturesacademy.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Parents, get the correct car seat for your child. 
 https://Safercar.gov/therightseat

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Parents, get the correct car seat for your child. (2nd version) 
https://Safercar.gov/therightseat

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: WWE wrestlers-it only takes a moment to make a moment with your kids. 
 8774dad411 https://fatherhood.gov

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Tickle Fight it only takes a moment to make a moment with your kids. 
 8774dad411 https://fatherhood.gov

https://4h.org
https://bekindonline.com
https://greatfuturesacademy.org
https://Safercar.gov/therightseat
https://Safercar.gov/therightseat
https://fatherhood.gov
https://fatherhood.gov
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KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: 500,000 premature babies. https://marchofdimes.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Stop preventable injuries. https://safekids.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Save the children “I Believe in You” sponsor. https://savethechildren.org

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-20
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the recruiting process in college basketball with the 
popularity of the transfer portal, react to the new European soccer super league falling 
apart, listen to an exclusive interview with Sean Sutton of Tech basketball, interview new 
Tech basketball recruit Ethan Duncan about his commitment to Tech, listen to an 
exclusive interview with new Tech basketball assistant coach Corey Williams, interview 
Keith Bryant about the potential Cooper high school expansion, and discuss which Tech 
players in the transfer portal have gone or could stay.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-20
Time: 5:00-5:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Keith Bryant (superintendent of Lubbock Cooper 
Independent School District) about how much Cooper is growing, how Cooper is 
planning to expand in preparation for more growth, how taxes will not be increased in 
relation to the new bond needed for the growth, and where the new high school would be 
located.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-24
Time: 10:00-10:16
Synopsis: Bobby Reeves joins David and Gary to talk about his son participating in the 
special olympics and the upcoming events. 

https://marchofdimes.org
https://safekids.org
https://savethechildren.org
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-28
Time: 4:30-4:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview former Tech basketball star Jarrett Culver about 
how excited he is to host a basketball camp back in Lubbock, why he chose to do it back 
home in Lubbock, how kids can sign up for the camp, his relationship with new Tech 
basketball head coach Mark Adams, and how nervous he will be watching his brother, 
Trey, in the Olympics.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-01
Time: 10:20-10:36
Synopsis: Kent Meador joins David and Gary to talk about defeating Lubbock High 
twice this week, and getting his 500th win last week. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-21
Time: 5:30-6:30
Synopsis: (Show started late following Tech baseball and extended to lead into Rangers 
baseball) Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling in for Chris Level) discuss the Tech baseball 
win, the departure of Avery Benson from Tech basketball, high school athletes forgoing 
senior seasons to focus on one sport, and preview Rangers baseball. 

4. Education:     Updates from Texas Tech University and local school districts on 
issues involving education.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Hispanic scholarship fund. https://HSF.net
  
KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Next generations of leaders from 4H.  https://4H.org.

https://HSF.net
https://4H.org
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-20
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the recruiting process in college basketball with the 
popularity of the transfer portal, react to the new European soccer super league falling 
apart, listen to an exclusive interview with Sean Sutton of Tech basketball, interview new 
Tech basketball recruit Ethan Duncan about his commitment to Tech, listen to an 
exclusive interview with new Tech basketball assistant coach Corey Williams, interview 
Keith Bryant about the potential Cooper high school expansion, and discuss which Tech 
players in the transfer portal have gone or could stay.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-20
Time: 5:00-5:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Keith Bryant (superintendent of Lubbock Cooper 
Independent School District) about how much Cooper is growing, how Cooper is 
planning to expand in preparation for more growth, how taxes will not be increased in 
relation to the new bond needed for the growth, and where the new high school would be 
located.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-01
Time: 10:20-10:36
Synopsis: Kent Meador joins David and Gary to talk about defeating Lubbock High 
twice this week, and getting his 500th win last week. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-21
Time: 5:30-6:30
Synopsis: (Show started late following Tech baseball and extended to lead into Rangers 
baseball) Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling in for Chris Level) discuss the Tech baseball 
win, the departure of Avery Benson from Tech basketball, high school athletes forgoing 
senior seasons to focus on one sport, and preview Rangers baseball. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 11:00-11:15
Synopsis: Bubba Jennings joins David and Rodney to discuss his new job at Arlington 
Baptist University and leaving Peaster High School. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 11:20-11:28
Synopsis: Brad Wuensche joins David and Rodney to break down the season for the 
Cooper Pirates and how proud he is of them. 
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KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 11:28-11:36
Synopsis: Brian Cronk joins David and Rodney to discuss Monterey softballs record 
breaking year and preview his teams for the years to come. 

5. Sports Health: Updating the community on the health of the athletes that 
local fans are interested in.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Texas DOT Drive smart and be safe. https://txdot.gov

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Vaccinate your preteen.  https://immunizetx.com.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Drop off a hot meal or volunteer for Meals on Wheels. 
https://mealsonwheelsamerica.org
 
KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Stop cyberbullying. https://bekindonline.com
 
KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: 500,000 premature babies. https://marchofdimes.org

https://txdot.gov
https://immunizetx.com
https://mealsonwheelsamerica.org
https://bekindonline.com
https://marchofdimes.org
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KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Advanced Prostate cancer in men. https://zerocancer.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: eating disorders are serious 18009312237 https://nationaleattingdisorder.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: 26,000,000 Americans have kidney disease.  https://kidney.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Paul George NBA spot a stroke with F.A.S.T. 

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: get a Designated Driver before you go to the game. https://teamcoalition.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Wear a seat belt and get a Designated Driver. https://teamcoalition.org
KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Designated Driver booth at the arena. https://teamcoalition.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Prediabetes check at https://doihaveprediabetes.org

https://zerocancer.org
https://nationaleattingdisorder.org
https://kidney.org
https://teamcoalition.org
https://teamcoalition.org
https://teamcoalition.org
https://doihaveprediabetes.org
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KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: 50,000,000 Americans suffer in poverty. https://takingittothestreets.net.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk 
Date: 4-11
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO National 
College Baseball Hall of Fame) about the trouble Tech had in their Friday match-up with 
TCU from the weekend, his concern level with Brandon Birdsell's injury, how impressed 
he is with Jace Jung, how Tech pitching needs to improve, his scouting analysis on 
Stephen F. Austin, and when he thinks Dru Baker and Dylan Neuse will be back.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-15
Time: 3:00-5:30
Synopsis: (Show ended early due to Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
recruits and coaches in the Tech basketball program, interview new Tech basketball 
recruit KJ Allen about his decision in choosing Tech, react to breaking news of Tech 
baseball players Dylan Neuse and Kurt Wilson missing extended time due to injury, 
interview RJ Ochoa about what the Dallas Cowboys should do in the NFL Draft, discuss 
the Luka game winner over Memphis, and predict who the new Tech basketball strength 
coach will be.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-5
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss Tech baseball and the weekend series cancellation 
with UIC, interview Sam Kahn of theAthletic.com about Tech football, compare Jace 
Jung's numbers to his brother Josh's college numbers, discuss how college football in the 
fall could still be affected by COVID, which Tech football players to look out for next 
season, how much QB depth the football team has, and what new football recruits are on 
Tech's radar.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-6
Time: 4:15-6:00
Synopsis: (Show started late following Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Houston Astros complaining to the MLB about fan boos in opponent stadiums, react to 
Tech baseball's weekend series against UIC getting canceled, discuss comments from 
Brandon Bean about doing whatever necessary to return to normal in regard to COVID, 
discuss Adam Schefter breaking the news about Aaron Rodgers on draft day and if it was 
"right" or "wrong," and re-visit an interview with Tech basketball addition Davion 
Warren.

https://takingittothestreets.net
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-7
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO National 
College Baseball Hall of Fame) about his thoughts on not playing the weekend series due 
to UIC having COVID issues, how the schedule could be adjusted to add more games, 
how much Jace Jung has impressed him, and how he thinks the regional hosts will be 
selected for the postseason. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 11:00-11:15
Synopsis: Bubba Jennings joins David and Rodney to discuss his new job at Arlington 
Baptist University and leaving Peaster High School. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 11:20-11:28
Synopsis: Brad Wuensche joins David and Rodney to break down the season for the 
Cooper Pirates and how proud he is of them. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 11:28-11:36
Synopsis: Brian Cronk joins David and Rodney to discuss Monterey softballs record 
breaking year and preview his teams for the years to come. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-10
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Aaron and Casey Cowan interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO College 
Baseball Hall of Fame) about how the schedule and weather might affect Stanford, how 
the heat will affect both teams in the super regional, his break down of Chase Hampton 
earning the start for the opening game, and how starting Stanford pitcher Brendan Beck 
compares to the competition Tech has faced this season.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 06-12
Time: 11:45-11:53
Synopsis: Jarrett Culver joins David and Rodney to discuss his upcoming camp in 
Lubbock, rehabbing his shoulder injury, and his thoughts on Mark Adams getting the 
head coaching job. 
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6.  Crime: Detail various aspects of many local and national athletes who have 
run-ins with the law.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: get a Designated Driver before you go to the game. https://teamcoalition.org

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-9
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling in for Chris Level) discuss updates on players 
staying or going from Tech basketball, discuss players leaving Tech for Chris Beard at 
UT, react to the most recent Deshaun Watson allegations, discuss Mac McClung and 
Micah Peavy's future with the Red Raiders, and break down the Tech baseball match-up 
against TCU.

7.  Legal:  Discussing the legal issues athletes of local and national athletes of 
interest that affect their opportunities on the field or court. 

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: get a Designated Driver before you go to the game.  https://teamcoalition.org

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-9
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling in for Chris Level) discuss updates on players 
staying or going from Tech basketball, discuss players leaving Tech for Chris Beard at 
UT, react to the most recent Deshaun Watson allegations, discuss Mac McClung and 
Micah Peavy's future with the Red Raiders, and break down the Tech baseball match-up 
against TCU.

8.  Exercise:  Promotion of exercise to young and old for a healthier lifestyle.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: NFL United Way and Play 60.  

https://teamcoalition.org
https://teamcoalition.org
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KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: at the YMCA. https://ymca.net

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-15
Time: 3:00-5:30
Synopsis: (Show ended early due to Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
recruits and coaches in the Tech basketball program, interview new Tech basketball 
recruit KJ Allen about his decision in choosing Tech, react to breaking news of Tech 
baseball players Dylan Neuse and Kurt Wilson missing extended time due to injury, 
interview RJ Ochoa about what the Dallas Cowboys should do in the NFL Draft, discuss 
the Luka game winner over Memphis, and predict who the new Tech basketball strength 
coach will be.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-19
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss new Tech basketball recruit Chandler Jacobs, address 
rumors of Chris Beard bad mouthing the Tech basketball recruiting, recap the weekend of 
Tech spring football, interview new Tech basketball recruit Chandler Jacobs about his 
commitment to Texas Tech, discuss the importance of Corey Williams to the Tech 
basketball program, discuss new Tech basketball strength and conditioning coach Darby 
Rich and his potential impact, and break down who impressed in the Tech football spring 
game.

9.  Safety:      Public service announcements that explain the importance safety in 
different areas.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Texas DOT Drive smart and be safe. https://txdot.gov

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Protect your "Every Day" and alert local authorities.

https://ymca.net
https://txdot.gov
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KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Final Texts sent before deadly car crashes.  Talk and Text Later.  
https://txdot.gov

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Parents, get the correct car seat for your child. 
 https://Safercar.gov/therightseat

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Parents, get the correct car seat for your child. (2nd version) 
https://Safercar.gov/therightseat

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Stop preventable injuries. https://safekids.org 

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Wear a seat belt and get a Designated Driver. https://teamcoalition.org

KTTU-FM
Date:01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Designated Driver booth at the arena. https://teamcoalition.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Prediabetes check at https://doihaveprediabetes.org

https://txdot.gov
https://Safercar.gov/therightseat
https://Safercar.gov/therightseat
https://safekids.org
https://teamcoalition.org
https://teamcoalition.org
https://doihaveprediabetes.org
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-5
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss Tech baseball and the weekend series cancellation 
with UIC, interview Sam Kahn of theAthletic.com about Tech football, compare Jace 
Jung's numbers to his brother Josh's college numbers, discuss how college football in the 
fall could still be affected by COVID, which Tech football players to look out for next 
season, how much QB depth the football team has, and what new football recruits are on 
Tech's radar.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-6
Time: 4:15-6:00
Synopsis: (Show started late following Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Houston Astros complaining to the MLB about fan boos in opponent stadiums, react to 
Tech baseball's weekend series against UIC getting canceled, discuss comments from 
Brandon Bean about doing whatever necessary to return to normal in regard to COVID, 
discuss Adam Schefter breaking the news about Aaron Rodgers on draft day and if it was 
"right" or "wrong," and re-visit an interview with Tech basketball addition Davion 
Warren.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-7
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO National 
College Baseball Hall of Fame) about his thoughts on not playing the weekend series due 
to UIC having COVID issues, how the schedule could be adjusted to add more games, 
how much Jace Jung has impressed him, and how he thinks the regional hosts will be 
selected for the postseason. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-10
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Aaron and Casey Cowan interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO College 
Baseball Hall of Fame) about how the schedule and weather might affect Stanford, how 
the heat will affect both teams in the super regional, his break down of Chase Hampton 
earning the start for the opening game, and how starting Stanford pitcher Brendan Beck 
compares to the competition Tech has faced this season.
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10.  Community Interest: Information on various sports and events with high 
interest in the local community.

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Foundation for credit counseling 8666876322 https://mortgagehelp.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Loan Modification scams McGruff the Crime Dog. https://ncpc.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: The USO is there for the Military.  https://USO.org

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: Kurt Bush NASCAR VA claims ebenefits. https://va.gov

KTTU-FM
Date: 01-01-21 to 12-31-21
Time: PSA
Duration: :30
Synopsis: National Parks need you. https://nationalparks.org

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 9:10-9:17
Synopsis: David and Gary let Coach Greg Sands know how thankful them and the city of 
Lubbock are for the loyalty he has shown to the city and the University. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 9:50-9:56
Synopsis:  David and Gary let Coach Wes Kittley know how thankful them and the city 
of Lubbock are for the loyalty he has shown to the city and the University. 

https://mortgagehelp.org
https://ncpc.org
https://USO.org
https://va.gov
https://nationalparks.org
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KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 10:00-10:06
Synopsis:  David and Gary let Coach Tim Tadlock know how thankful them and the city 
of Lubbock are for the loyalty he has shown to the city and the University. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-03
Time: 10:08-10:15
Synopsis:  David and Gary let Coach Todd Petty know how thankful them and the city of 
Lubbock are for the loyalty he has shown to the city and the University. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-6
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Mike Gustafson (President and CEO National 
College Baseball Hall of Fame) about his reaction to the K-State series, if he thinks there 
will be an adjustment to the pitching rotation, how Tadlock is addressing issues at first 
base, and his experience at the Texas Rangers' full house, opening day game.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-6
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Stacy Nix (co-host of Tee to Green on Double T 
97.3) about how the feeling is with a short turn around for the Masters from November to 
now, how the weather conditions might affect the golfers, who he is rooting for in the 
tournament, his thoughts on Jordan Speith's recent success, and how he thinks the limited 
crowd will enhance the tournament.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-10
Time: 9:20-9:35
Synopsis: Coach Tom Stone joins David and Gary so they can thank him for being such 
a loyal and committed coach to Texas Tech. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-10
Time: 9:40-9:55
Synopsis: Coach JoJo Robertson joins David and Gary to talk Sofia Garcia playing in 
Augusta and be thanked for her loyalty to Texas Tech. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-10
Time: 11:28-11
Synopsis: Mike Gustafson joins Gary and David to talk Tech baseball vs TCU. 
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-11
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron recap the weekend of Tech baseball, discuss the players 
leaving the Tech basketball program, discuss the impact of the transfer portal on college 
sports, interview Mike Gustafson about Tech baseball, predict what the Tech basketball 
roster for 2021 will look like, review comments from Tech football personnel about 
spring practices, discuss when the basketball coaching staff might be filled out, and 
discuss what positions could benefit with more players from recruiting in Tech football.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-14
Time: 4:05-5:30
Synopsis: (Show started late due to Tech baseball and ended early for Texas Rangers 
baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the Tech baseball win over SFA, react to Tech 
basketball news of recruit KJ Allen committing to Tech and the hiring of assistant coach 
Corey Williams from Arkansas, break down KJ Allen's strengths and weaknesses, break 
down the coaching and recruiting impact of Corey Williams, react to Micah Peavy 
transferring to TCU and Kyler Edwards transferring to Houston, and predict what roster 
might come in the next few days.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-15
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview new Tech basketball recruit KJ Allen about his 
experience being on Last Chance U, what went into his decision for choosing Texas 
Tech, his relationship with his former coaches and teammates, and when fans can expect 
him to be on campus.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-16
Time: 3:00-5:00
Synopsis: (Show ended early due to Tech baseball) Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling in 
for Chris Level) discuss Tech football in preparation for the spring game, discuss Tech 
signee Ethan Duncan and his basketball ability, discuss the recruiting impact of new Tech 
basketball coaches Peery and Williams, and review comments from Matt Wells in 
preparation for the Tech football spring game.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-19
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview new Tech basketball recruit Chandler Jacobs about 
why chose Texas Tech, how his experience at the DII level helped him develop his skill, 
when he is going to be in town to start summer workouts, which players he talked to that 
helped his decision, his defensive play at DBU, how he can improve his shooting, and 
how excited he is to play for Tech.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-20
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview new Tech basketball recruit Ethan Duncan about 
why he chose Texas Tech, his decision to stay home in Lubbock, his relationships with 
the current coaches and players, how he describes his game and athleticism, and how 
excited he is to play for Tech.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-22
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the amount of media attention Geoff Haxton received 
after his infamous one-handed grab, interview former Tech corner Zech McPhearson 
about his feelings pre-NFL draft, react to Mac McClung withdrawing from the transfer 
portal and what that could potentially mean for Tech basketball, predict Jamarius 
Burton's impact at Pitt, discuss further the impact of McClung's decision and how likely it 
is he returns to Tech, and break down potential draft picks for the Dallas Cowboys.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-24
Time: 9:20-9:35
Synopsis: Gala Dumez joins David and Gary to talk about winning the Big 12 
championship and what she looks forward to doing after graduation. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-24
Time: 11:00-11:35
Synopsis: Rodney Allison joins David and Gary to discuss the spring game and the 
alumni coming into town for the weekend. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 04-24
Time: 11:40-11:54
Synopsis: Ethan Duncan joins David and Gary to talk about his commitment to Texas 
Tech, and how much his family has helped him get to this point. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-26
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the Tech baseball series loss to Baylor, preview the 
NFL draft coming up, interview Mike Gustafson about Tech baseball, react to Kim 
Mulkey leaving Baylor for LSU, discuss the Tech basketball hiring of assistant coach 
Talvin Hester, break down new Tech basketball signee Adonis Arms and what he brings 
to the program, and discuss more potential recruits for Tech basketball. 
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-26
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Wisconsin transfer and new Tech football addition 
Reggie Pearson about why Texas Tech was the right fit for him, how long he has been 
talking with Coach Wells about coming to Texas Tech, how hard the past year has been 
for him, what position he would play on Tech's defense, how excited he is to play in a 
passing conference, when he will be in Lubbock for workouts, and if he has talked to any 
current Tech players.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-28
Time: 3:35-6:30
Synopsis: (Show started late due to Tech baseball and extended to lead into Rangers 
baseball) Chris and Aaron recap the day of sports headlines, review a pre-recorded 
interview with RJ Ochoa about the Cowboys' draft options, interview Jarrett Culver about 
his basketball camps coming up in the summer, interview new Tech basketball signee 
Adonis Arms about why he chose the Red Raiders, discuss any new basketball recruits on 
Tech's radar, and discuss new Tech football staff addition Sammy Morris.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-28
Time: 5:00-5:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview new Tech basketball signee Adonis Arms about 
why he chose Texas Tech, how the Tech coaches recruited him to make him feel 
comfortable choosing Tech, how his skill set will be used in Mark Adams' system, when 
he will be in Lubbock, and his relationship with Coach Peery.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 4-29
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron preview the 
NFL draft, discuss Aaron Rogers being unhappy with Green Bay, react to Tim Tebow 
potential returning to the NFL, interview Sammy Morris about his new position for Tech 
football, discuss Tech basketball coaches meeting with Mac McClung, predict which Red 
Raiders will be taken in the NFL draft, and give their final predictions for the top picks of 
the NFL draft.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-01
Time: 9:00-11:30
Synopsis: David and Gary discuss news and sports from around the area with people 
from the local community. 
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KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-01
Time: 9:20-9:36
Synopsis: Mike Gustafson joins David and Gary to break down Techs game vs Texas 
and preview the rest of the series. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-01
Time: 11:00-11:16
Synopsis: Brad King joins David and Gary to preview the Kentucky Derby. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-4
Time: 3:00-5:30
Synopsis: (Show cut short due to Tech baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss Tech baseball 
and the advantage of playing a non-conference game against a conference opponent, 
interview new Tech basketball transfer Davion Warren about why he chose Tech, review 
audio from Terry Bradshaw about NFL QBs expressing frustration with their 
organizations, discuss SPC coach Steve Green and if he will end up at Tech, and review a 
way-too-early mock draft for the NFL in 2022.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-4
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview new Tech basketball recruit and Hampton transfer 
Devion Warren about why he chose Texas Tech, what Coach Adams said to convince 
him to come to Tech, how he describes his basketball journey, what the strengths of his 
game are, his relationship with Adonis Arms since they played in the same conference, 
how hard it was to leave Hampton, how familiar he is with the Big 12, what he knows 
about Lubbock, when he will arrive in Lubbock, and his thoughts on the transfer portal.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-5
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Sam Kahn (college football analyst for 
theAthletic.com) about his article on the Tech football team, his analysis of the offense 
with new offensive coordinator Sonny Cumbie, what he thinks the defense can 
accomplish this year, how the transfer additions will affect the defense, how the QB room 
has improved with the additions of Shough and Morton, how Sonny Cumbie will 
positively change the Tech offense, and how times have changed to where fans expect 
better results sooner. 
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KTTU-FM TECH TALK
Date: 05-10
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron talk about how well the Rangers have looked, what Tech fans 
should expect from the incoming basketball transfers, and preview Techs football 
season. 

KTTU-FM TECH TALK
Date: 05-13
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: Aaron and Chris discuss the Cowboys 2021 schedule, the transfer portal, and 
preview the outdoor Big 12 T&F championships.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-18
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss their 
interest level in the NBA playoff play-in tournament, preview Tech football's offseason 
workouts, interview Krysten Peek about college basketball, interview Mike Gustafson 
about Tech baseball, discuss the comments from Detroit Lions Head Coach Dan 
Campbell about wanting to own a lion for team purposes, break down Mark Adams' roll 
as head coach with the impact of the transfer portal, and discuss controversial comments 
from the Iowa State Athletic Director Jamie Pollard.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-18
Time: 3:45-3:55
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Krysten Peek (yahoosports.com) about her opinion 
of the transfer portal in college basketball, how she would describe head coaches now 
that they are more general managers than coaches, how crazy she expects the summer to 
be with in-person recruiting opening back up, how she thinks the G-League has affected 
college basketball recruiting and hindered potential NBA prospects, and who she thinks 
the toughest teams will be in DI.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-17
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss Tech baseball and their dominant series win over OU, 
react to the news of Mac McClung leaving for the NBA draft, revisit and discuss the 
impact of Kyler Edwards transferring to Houston, remember the worst sports season they 
lived through, discuss the most dominant teams in sports, and discuss what big men Tech 
basketball is currently recruiting.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-19
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
NCAA possibly allowing 100% capacity at college baseball postseason events, interview 
Trey Culver about the upcoming Olympic trials, interview Stacy Nix about the PGA 
Championship, react to the Big 12 announcing the Big 12 football media day will be held 
in person and who would go for the Red Raiders, celebrate the Tech golf team for 
advancing to the NCAA Championships, and discuss player comparisons for the new 
Tech basketball recruits.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-19
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Stacy Nix (co-host of Tee to Green on doublet97.3) 
about the PGA championship beginning this week, if he thinks Jordan Speith will 
perform well to earn the Grand Slam, how the course looks, if Dustin Johnson can turn 
around his slump, who he expects to be at the top of the leader boards, and how fans will 
affect the event and certain golfers.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-19
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview former Tech track athlete and Olympic hopeful 
Trey Culver about when he knew he could be an Olympic athlete for the United States, 
how his training has been going, what would help him qualify to the Olympics, if his 
family could travel with him to Japan, when he fell in love with high jump, and how he 
spends time with his family now.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-20
Time: 4:30-6:00
Synopsis: (Show started late following Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss Avery 
Benson transferring from Texas Tech, discuss the Rangers losing 3 of 4 to the Yankees, 
preview the Tech baseball series with the Jayhawks, react to the NBA playoff play-in 
games, and share breaking news of Tech athletics announcing a new baseball facility 
project.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-24
Time: 4:30-4:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Kyle Rogers (co-host of Tee-to-Green on Double T 
97.3) about his initial reaction to Phil Mickelson winning the PGA Championship, how 
much fans affected the outcome of the tournament, his take on the drama from Brooks 
Koepka, previews the U.S. Open coming up, explains how much he believes in 
Mickelson to win the U.S. Open, and how this win will impact Mickelson's career.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-25
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the drama between golfers Brooks Koepka and 
Bryson DeChambeau, preview the early morning Tech baseball game at the Big 12 
championships, interview Mike Gustafson about Tech baseball, discuss a college 
basketball story about mid-major programs not wanting to play in guaranteed games vs 
Power 5 schools for fear of losing players in the transfer portal, react to Cowboys 
linebacker Jaylon Smith changing his jersey number, and give their first reactions to 
popular sports headlines.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 9:40-9:55
Synopsis: Wes Kittley joins David and Mike to discuss his men’s and women’s team and 
their potential to win a national championship. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 05-29
Time: 10:00-10:15
Synopsis: Greg Sands joins David and Mike to breakdown round 1 of the national 
championship and preview the rest of the tournament. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 5-27
Time: 3:00-3:30, 4:15-6:00
Synopsis: (Show interrupted for Tech baseball update) Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling 
in for Chris Level) discuss penalties for NBA fans interacting with players, react to Tech 
football getting three 6pm start times to begin the year, discuss Tech baseball being 
postponed due to weather, react to the Oklahoma athletic director releasing a statement 
regarding the 11am kick time for the OU/Nebraska game, interview Jamie Lent about the 
Tech baseball postponement in Oklahoma City, and give an update on the Big 12 
Championship rescheduling and when Tech baseball will play.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-1
Time: 4:00-4:30
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO National 
College Baseball Hall of Fame) about how Tech fared at the Big 12 Championships, how 
the team can learn from the losses, if this was the best-case scenario for the Red Raiders, 
his reaction to Tech being the #8 national seed, his response to Notre Dame fans whining 
about not getting a top 8 national seed, breaks down the Tech/Army matchup in the first 
game of the regional, and his break down of UCLA and UNC in the regional.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-2
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Chois Woodman (filling in for Aaron Dickens) discuss the Texas 
Rangers losing streak, discuss Michael Crabtree and Graham Harrell being nominated for 
the 2022 college football hall of fame class, react to Danny Ainge stepping down from 
the Celtics organization, interview Kendall Rogers about Tech baseball, give an update 
the Tech basketball roster, discuss what it will take for the Dallas Mavericks to beat the 
Clippers, break down which team they hate the least in the Big 12 conference, and give 
an update on Tech football recruiting.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-3
Time: 5:45-6:00
Synopsis: (Show started late due to Rangers baseball) Chris and Chois Woodman (filling 
in for Aaron Dickens) react to the Rangers losing their 11th straight road game, praise the 
play of Luka Doncic for the Dallas Mavericks, and break down the Tech/Army baseball 
game and Chase Hampton starting the opening game of the Lubbock regional. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-4
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Garrett Luft and Casey Cown 
(filling in for Aaron Dickens and Chris Level) recap the Tech baseball win over Army, 
break down Micah Dallas' role for Tech pitching, discuss the Texas Rangers losing 
streak, discuss Luka Doncic leading the Mavericks to a 3-2 series lead over the Clippers, 
and preview the regional and super regional matchup possibilities for Texas Tech.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-7
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the Tech baseball regional win, Alabama head coach 
Nick Saban getting a contract extension, revisit the Mike Krzyzewski retirement 
announcement, interview Mike Gustafson about Tech baseball, break down what it will 
take for Tech baseball to perform well in the supers and possibly Omaha, discuss why 
college baseball players are not as active in the transfer portal as basketball or football, 
discuss the Tech baseball facilities and what could be done to improve them, discuss the 
Dallas Mavericks losing to the Clippers, react to Kristaps Porzingis expressing 
unhappiness with his role on the Mavs, and share their feelings on Avery Benson leaving 
Tech for UT. 
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-7
Time: 3:30-4:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO National 
College Baseball Hall of Fame) about what surprised him from the Lubbock Regional, 
how perfect things fell into place for Tech baseball, how well Kurt Wilson played coming 
off of injury, Tech advancing to the super regional despite not playing up to preseason 
expectations, which match-up between Stanford and UC Irvine in the supers is better for 
Tech, which pitcher will be key for the super regional match-up, how the Big 12 fared in 
their respective regionals, and how he expects the schedule to turn out for the super 
regional.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-8
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Tech super regional match-up with Stanford, what the weather will look like for that 
series, discuss Tech basketball scheduling a game against Gonzaga for the 2021-2022 
season, interview Shehan Jeyaraja about college football in Texas, interview Matt Clare 
about Tech football recruiting, react to Nikola Jokic winning the NBA MVP, discuss 
Major League Baseball cracking down on illegal substances used by pitchers, discuss a 
possible Omaha schedule for Tech baseball, and predict how many more recruits Tech 
basketball will add to its roster.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-8
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Matt Clare (rivals.com) about the recruitment 
schedule now that in-person visits are allowed, which recruits Tech football is looking at, 
which recruits have already visited Tech, and the corner back recruit from Tulsa and how 
probable it is he transfers to Tech.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-8
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Shehan Jeyarajah (Texasfootball.com) about why 
the Aggies were featured on the cover of the Texas Football magazine, his thoughts on 
the vast changes at quarterback around the Big 12 conference, which team the publication 
has focused on the most, and when and how the planning of the magazine takes place. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-9
Time: 5:15-5:45
Synopsis: (Show started late following Rangers baseball and cut short for NCAA 
Women's College World series) Chris and Aaron discuss the Rangers walk off win over 
the Giants, the Tech basketball recruiting currently visiting the campus, and their first 
reactions to multiple sports topics.
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KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 06-12
Time: 9:20-9:55
Synopsis: Alesha and Andy Ellis join David to talk about their playing days at Texas 
Tech and what they've been doing since. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 06-12
Time: 10:05-10:15
Synopsis: Clint Bryant joins David and Mike to discuss his time playing and 
breakdown the Lubbock super regional. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 06-12
Time: 10:20-10:35
Synopsis: Ray Hayward joins David and Mike to breakdown yesterday's game with 
Stanford and preview their match-up today. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 06-12
Time: 11:00-11:15
Synopsis: Herb Dillon joins David and Rodney to discuss Tech sports and the officiating 
and umpiring that goes on behind the scenes of the game. 

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 06-12
Time: 11:20-11:35
Synopsis: Wes Kittley joins David and Rodney to breakdown the men’s and women’s 
national meets and preview the rest of the women’s meet today. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-11
Time: 5:30-6:00
Synopsis: (Show started late due to Tech baseball) Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling in for 
Chris Level) discuss the Tech baseball loss to Stanford, where the downhill slide started 
for the Red Raiders, and preview tomorrow's Game 2 against the Cardinal. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-14
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss Tech baseball losing the super regionals to Stanford, 
break down the UTEP transfer Bryson Williams and where he fits in Tech basketball, 
interview Bret Bloomquist about UTEP transfer Bryson Williams, discuss what other 
recruits Tech basketball could add to the roster, revisit Graham Harrell and Michael 
Crabtree being nominated for the Hall of Fame, discuss which Tech basketball addition 
will be the most interesting to watch this season, and discuss the Tech football additions 
and how the team will look come August.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-14
Time: 3:30-3:30
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Bret Bloomquist (El Paso Times) about new Tech 
basketball addition Bryson Williams and how he could fit in the Red Raiders' system, 
who Williams is as a person, how the transfer portal affects UTEP, how coach Goulding 
has been received since coming from ACU, and if he expects UTEP to win right away or 
if it will take a couple of years.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-15
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
new high school football rule allowing streaming for Friday night games, interview Mike 
Gustafson about Tech baseball, interview Matt Clare about Tech football recruiting, 
discuss Jim Harbaugh "banning" the color red from the football facility, recount the 
history of Tech Talk, and discuss which players Tech basketball is still recruiting.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-15
Time: 4:30-4:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Matt Clare (redraidersports.com, rivals.com) about 
Tech football recruiting, who is on campus right now, what positions football is 
prioritizing for the next recruiting class, which recruit he thinks will be the first to 
commit for the 2022 class, and which visitor is a possible headliner as a potential recruit.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-15
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Mike Gustafson (President & CEO of National 
College Baseball Hall of Fame) about how the super regional seemed perfectly scripted 
for Stanford like it was in the regional for Tech, which Tech players he thinks will be 
gone next year, his thoughts on Cal Conley winning the Brooks Wallace award, and who 
he thinks will win the College World Series among the teams remaining. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-16
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
recent headlines in the NBA, interview Stacy Nix about the U.S. Open, discuss the 
Arizona State football program and their blatant breaking of NCAA rules for in-person 
recruiting, address concerns with Jeff Goodman and Chris Beard trashing Texas Tech 
basketball, interview RJ Ochoa about Dallas Cowboys football, and discuss transfer Aly 
Green choosing Missouri over Texas Tech and how it affects the football roster.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-16
Time: 4:30-4:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview RJ Ochoa (BloggingtheBoys.com) about how 
things feel for the Cowboys since they are returning to Oxnard, how Dak Prescott looked 
during the OTAs, if Prescott can eclipse 5000 yards this season with the dynamic offense 
and extended schedule, if the Cowboys QB backup is currently on the roster, how rookie 
Micah Parsons looks in practice, and if CeeDee Lamb can continue his high production.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-16
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Stacy Nix (co-host of Tee to Green on Double T 
97.3) about what the biggest story line will be at the U.S. Open, how the cut of the course 
will affect the golfers, what score he thinks will win the U.S. Open, his thoughts on the 
Koepka-DeChambeau "beef," how much the course at Torrey Pines has changed, and if 
he would be surprised if Phil Mickelson misses the cut.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-17
Time: 3:00-6:00
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron discuss the Dallas Mavericks drama with Rick Carlisle 
leaving the team, interview Lyle Leong about his new position as head football coach and 
athletic director at Levelland, discuss the golf feud between Bryson DeChambeau and 
Brooks Koepka, discuss the new Tech football 2022 comit Hut Graham, discuss how 
concerned Mavericks fans should be with all of the drama recently, and discuss the 
current state of the Dallas professional teams.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-17
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview former Red Raider receiver and new Levelland 
football coach and athletic director Lyle Leong about when he knew coaching was in his 
future, what he will do first at his new position, the current condition of his daughter after 
some health concerns, what kind of offense he will run at Levelland, and if he is surprised 
that his former teammates are becoming coaches as well.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-18
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Dallas Mavericks hiring Dirk Nowitzki as a special advisor to assist in the GM and head 
coaching search, interview Rodney Allison about Michael Crabtree and Graham Harrell 
being nominated for the College Football Hall of Fame, interview 2022 Tech football 
comitt Hut Graham about why he chose Tech, give one word reaction to multiple sports 
stories, break down a big trade in the NBA, react to the Pac 12 griping about the potential 
playoff expansion, and discuss potential coaching candidates for the Dallas Mavericks.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-18
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview 2022 Tech football comit Hut Graham about what 
made Texas Tech right for him, how his nickname "Hut" originated, how hard the 
recruiting process has been during the pandemic, and how in-person visits and camps 
have benefited him now.

KTTU-FM SportsTalk with Thetford and Ashby
Date: 6-19
Time: 11:05-11:20
Synopsis: David and Gary interview Scott Wilson (known as the "UT heckler") about 
how he earned his nickname, how many times he has gone to Omaha, and he shares some 
of his best stories. 

KTTU-FM SportsTalk with Thetford and Ashby
Date: 6-19
Time: 10:20-11:00
Synopsis: David and Gary are joined in studio by Texas Tech shortstop Cal Conley and 
interview him about what it felt like to win the Brooks Wallace award, how his transfer 
process from Miami worked out, his health during the Stanford series, his opinion of Jace 
Jung, what the draft process looks like for him, who he is rooting for in the College 
World Series, and which teammates are the jokesters on the team.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-21
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Aaron and Casey Cowan 
(filling in for Chris Level) discuss the recent news about the college football playoff 
expansion, interview Chris Halicke about Texas Rangers baseball, interview Ben DuBose 
about the Houston Rockets, discuss the parody in the NBA playoffs, discuss the supreme 
court ruling on the NCAA name, image, and likeness case, and predict how the Tech 
football season will go with Tyler Shough vs. others at quarterback. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-21
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Aaron and Casey interview Ben Dubose (Houston Rockets reporter for USA 
Today, therocketswire.com) about the draft outlook for the Houston Rockets, who the 
best prospect is for the Rockets to draft, and how Rockets fans should feel following the 
Harden trade.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-21
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Aaron and Casey interview Chris Halicke (insidetherangers.com) about how 
the Rangers adjust to such a young team, how the offseason acquisitions have played out 
so far, how soon we could see Josh Jung in the majors, how the crackdown on sticky 
substances has affected Rangers pitchers, and how the Rangers are preparing for the 
draft.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-22
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Rangers win over the Athletics last night, discuss a story about a leaked recording of a 
locker room meeting from Wisconsin basketball, interview Hiawatha Culver about Trey 
competing in the Olympic trials, discuss the NBA playoffs and draft lottery, briefly give 
an update on the college world series and who they are paying attention to, give an 
update on Tech basketball recruits, camps, and practices, interview former Tech 
quarterback Cody Hodges, and discuss the new court ruling for NCAA student athletes.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-22
Time: 5:00-5:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview former Tech quarterback Cody Hodges about his 
Air It Out football camp, what kind of athletes are invited to the camp, what all they are 
teaching at the camp, his relationship with Baron Morton, and how people can apply to 
for the camp.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-22
Time: 3:30-3:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Hiawatha Culver (father of Tech standouts Jarrett 
and Trey Culver) about how slow this week before the Olympic trials feels for him and 
Trey, how much reassurance they have gotten from the Olympics that there will be 
games, how often Trey is drug tested, what Trey has to do to qualify for the Olympics, 
when he knew Trey was capable of going to the Olympics, and if he will be able to travel 
to Japan should Trey qualify.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-23
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended to lead into Rangers baseball) Chris and Aaron discuss the 
Suns win over the Clippers, discuss the MLB checking pitchers for illegal substances, 
discuss how big the rotation might be for Tech basketball, interview Peter Schoenthal 
about the new name, image, and likeness rules in the NCAA, interview Matt Clare about 
Tech football recruiting, and discuss the Mississippi State Bulldogs coming to town for 
the Big 12/SEC challenge in January 2022.
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KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-23
Time: 4:30-4:40
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Tech football recruitment insider Matt Clare 
(redraidersports.com) about how quickly Tech has now added recruits for the 2022 class, 
how Tech landed recruit Caden Weatherby, his breakdown of running back recruit 
Bryson Donnell, how close the Red Raiders are to signing a quarterback, and how the 
staff has improved their recruiting efforts.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-23
Time: 4:00-4:10
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Peter Schoenthal (CEO of Athliance) about how 
college athletics will change with the new name, image, and likeness rules, what he will 
be doing for his clients on July 1st when the new rules take place, what this means for a 
college town like Lubbock, what athletes will be allowed to do now, and how eligibility 
might be affected. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-24
Time: 4:45-5:40
Synopsis: (Show started late following Rangers baseball and ended early for College 
World Series baseball) Aaron and Casey Cowan (filling in for Chris Level) discuss the 
Arizona State recruiting scandal, react to Rick Carlisle getting hired at Indiana and break 
down the state of the Mavs franchise, and discuss the new name, image, and likeness 
rules in the NCAA. 

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-25
Time: 3:00-6:30
Synopsis: (Show extended leading into Rangers baseball) Aaron and Casey Cowan 
(filling in for Chris Level) discuss the NC State baseball program playing a CWS game 
with limited players due to a COVID-19 outbreak, react to the Dallas Mavericks hiring 
Niko Harrison and Jason Kidd as GM and head coach, discuss Tech football against the 
spread from last year, discuss different scenarios for the future expanded college football 
playoff, discuss Trey Culver jumping in the Olympic trials, and discuss which 
professional Dallas sports team has been the most disappointing in recent years.

KTTU-FM SPORTS TALK WITH THETFORD & ASHBY
Date: 06-26
Time: 9:00-12:00
Synopsis: David and Gary discuss the College World Series, the NBA playoffs, and Tech 
sports while interviewing local community members. 
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 Issues Report

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-29
Time: 3:15-3:25
Synopsis: Chris and Aaron interview Robert Giovannetti (Texas Tech senior associate 
athletic director) about when these new name, image, and likeness rules became a major 
focus for the athletic department, the process student athletes will have to go through to 
utilize the new rules, if athletes can lose eligibility if the process is done the wrong way, 
and if there is a cap to how much money an athlete can learn.

KTTU-FM Tech Talk
Date: 6-29
Time: 3:00-5:45
Synopsis: (Show cut short to lead into the CWS) Chris and Aaron discuss Vanderbilt 
winning game one of the College World Series over Mississippi State, the controversy at 
the College World Series, interview Robert Giovannetti about name, image, and likeness 
(NIL) rules, review a Sports Illustrated article about Tyler Shough concerning NIL 
opportunities, discuss the NFL bringing back multiple helmet designs, and discuss Jack 
Leiter of Vanderbilt dropping in the pre-draft polls.


